IRF-3 gene polymorphisms are associated with the susceptibility to and the survival in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and could also serve as an auxiliary index.
The objective of this article was to investigate the relationship between IRF-3 gene polymorphisms and the susceptibility and prognosis of CLL. Between January 2011 and August 2012, 108 CLL patients and 112 healthy were enrolled in the study. DHPLC and Shesis software were applied in our study. In rs7251, CG genotype may increase the CLL risk. In the rs2304206, the alleles T may increase the CLL risk. The GTC haplotype can decrease the CLL risk in normal people, the GTT haplotype can increase the CLL risk in normal people. After treatment, in the rs7251, the event-free survival (EFS) in patients carrying CC genotype was higher than those carrying CG + GG genotype. In the rs2304206, the EFS in patients carrying CC genotype was higher than those carrying CT + TT genotype. IRF-3 gene polymorphisms were associated with the susceptibility and prognosis of CLL, it can be used as an auxiliary index for clinical detection of CLL.